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Key Indicators
[1]
Barry Callebaut AG
EBITA Margin [3]
Debt/EBITDA
RCF / Net Debt [4][5][6]
FCF / Debt [4][5][6]
EBIT/interest expense
FFO / Net Debt [4][5][6]

[2]2006

[2]2005

[2]2004

6.2%
4.0x
14.8%
2.4%
3.3x
14.9%

6.1%
4.0x
18.0%
10.6%
3.0x
18.0%

5.5%
4.0x
16.2%
11.1%
2.0x
19.1%

[1] Please see Moody's " Global Natural Product Processors - Protein and Agriculture" Rating Methodology, March,
2006. [2] Financial Year ended August 31 [3] Adjusted for Operating Exceptional Costs [4] Adjusted for 6x Rental
Costs [5] Adjusted for Pension Liabilities [6] Adjusted for off-B/S Receivables Securitisation Programme

Note: For definitions of Moody's most common ratio terms please see the accompanying User's Guide.

Opinion
Company Profile
Barry Callebaut AG (`Barry Callebaut', or `the company') was founded in 1996 through the merger of French cocoa
producer Barry and Belgian chocolate producer Callebaut. The merger created a fully integrated company from the
sourcing of raw materials through to the production of semi-finished and finished chocolate products. It has been
listed on the Swiss Stock Exchange since 1998, and remains majority owned by Jacobs Holding AG (50.5%) and
8.48% by Renata Jacobs, while the remaining 41.02% is free float.
In fiscal year 2006 Europe accounted for 64% of total revenues, North America for 29% and the rest of the world
the remainder. The company operates through two divisions: the Industrial Business segment (ca.57% and 68% of
reported revenues and EBITDA respectively in fiscal year 2006), which in turn consists of the Cocoa Sourcing and
Processing businesses and the Food Manufacturers unit; and the Food Service and Retail segment (43% of 2006
revenues and 32% of EBITDA), which includes the Gourmet & Specialties and the Consumer Products subdivisions.

Credit Strengths
- World leader in industrial chocolates. The company retains its global leadership for industrial chocolates,
supplying about 39% of the open market for chocolate.
- Scale of global purchasing and market leadership. Barry Callebaut purchases about 15% of the global cocoa
harvest, and this affords the company a high degree of purchasing power.
- Increasing geographic diversification. The company currently operates 36 production facilities in four continents.
It is seeking to boost its presence in higher growth regions by opening a chocolate factory in Moscow, a sales
office in China, and potential new chocolate factories in the Asia/Pacific region and Latin America.
- Large and diversified customer base. The company has over 5,000 customers, including large multinationals and
small chocolate producers and retailers.
- Sugar and milk prices largely regulated. The new EU sugar regime being phased in until 2009 should reduce the
cost of sugar, although this will likely be passed on to consumers such that the net effect on profits may be neutral.
- Conservative commodity hedging policies. Segments of the business such as the Cocoa and Sourcing and Food
Manufacturers units are broadly immune from cocoa price swings thanks to the company's hedging policy and
cost-plus contracts, which enable the company to pass some price increases on to customers.
Credit Challenges
- Commodity price fluctuations and working capital volatility. Cocoa represents the company's largest cost item, for
which the company accesses its credit facilities to finance peak requirements, notably the first quarter of the year.
Price movements can lead to large working capital swings and concurrently impact cash flows.
- Cocoa sourcing and instability of producing countries. Barry Callebaut has sought to diversify its sourcing.
Nevertheless it continues to source about 80% of its cocoa beans in Western African countries that are
occasionally affected by political instability, with the remainder from Asia and South America.
- Market maturity. Global consumption of chocolate is estimated to have grown by a mere 1-2% per annum in
recent years. With the main markets having reached a high level of maturity, management has directed efforts
toward developing markets, in particular Russia ad China, where future growth is likely to be higher than in
Western Europe, where the company remains focused.
Rating Rationale
In November 2006 Moody's upgraded the corporate family rating of Barry Callebaut to Ba1 with a stable outlook.
The upgrade reflected the company's solid track record of stable operating margins and credit metrics amidst
modest top line growth in the company's core markets. Moody's believes that management is taking the necessary
steps to address the main challenges in the chocolate industry, notably diversifying sourcing within volatile West
African markets, investing in new production sites and sales outlets in higher growth markets, notably Russia and
China, whilst introducing new products in more mature markets aimed at increasingly health cautious consumers.
Moody's believes that these factors, combined with cost savings emanating from recent restructuring at Stollwerck
and Brachs and the implementation of SAP, should benefit the company's future performance and cash flow
characteristics. The company has also addressed the early redemption of its senior subordinated notes on or after
March 2007 with its bank facilities, which is expected to reduce the company's overall interest burden. The ratings
remain constrained, however, by the still fairly high leverage of the company, with Adj. Total Debt to EBITDA at 4x
in fiscal year 2006. In addition, the company's operating cash flow is still likely to remain volatile as a result of
swings in working capital requirements, as was the case in fiscal year 2006. Free cash flow generation is also
expected to be impacted by the company's investment spending in coming years.
Structural Considerations
The EUR 165mn 9.25% Senior Subordinated Notes due 2010 are issued by Barry Callebaut Services NV
(Belgium), which was formed to function as a group treasury company. The notes are guaranteed by the parent
company, Barry Callebaut AG and, subject to applicable laws, certain material subsidiaries. The pool of obligors
must represent at all times at least 70% of tangible assets, 75% of net sales and 70% of the EBITDA of the group.
Moody's understands that the company is currently in compliance with these criteria. The notes are rated Ba3, two
notches below the corporate family rating to reflect their legal subordination to the credit facilities of EUR 850mn,
as well as all obligations of subsidiaries that do not guarantee the notes (currently around CHF 80mn), which
together represent the majority of total debt on a fully drawn basis. Note, however, that Term loan C of the Credit
Facilities is available solely for the purpose of redeeming the Senior Subordinated Notes on or after March 2007,
which would remove the notching implications.
Liquidity

The company's liquid requirements are significantly impacted by cocoa prices, which in turn can be impacted by
both weather conditions and potential political events. Cocoa prices reached GBP 1,600 per tonne in the summer
of 2002 due to both political instability in the Ivory Coast and market speculation. Since 2004 price movements
have been more subdued, but still fluctuated between GBP 800-1,000 per tonne. The company's working capital
requirements tend to peak in the fiscal first quarter, due both to an increase in inventories and receivables. Despite
relatively stable cocoa prices, the company's working capital movements during 2006 reduced its cash flow
generation, although the net impact was mitigated by the securitization of an additional CHF 93 million of
receivables. Moody's views liquidity to be satisfactory due to the company's availability of committed facilities
sufficient to cover shortfalls in the ABS program and general fluctuations in cocoa bean prices.
At the end of financial year 2006, the company reported CHF 40.2 million of cash and equivalents. The company
retained access to CHF 645 mn of an undrawn and committed portion of its senior facilities as of November 2006.
Financial Profile
In the year ended August 2006, the company reported an increase in sales of 4.9% to CHF 4.26bn and an
increase in EBIT before exceptional items of 13.5%, with organic revenue growth of 2.6%. Volumes were slightly
down by 0.3% reflecting a discontinuation of certain production in the consumer Europe division and higher internal
use of cocoa, only partly compensated by higher volumes at the Gourmet and Specialties division.
However, the company's improved profitability did not translate into a similar improvement in cash flow generation
and to cash flow based credit metrics due to negative working capital swings. Moody's reclassifies inflows from
securitisation as a financing activity, which amounted to CHF 77.7mn and CHF 93mn in fiscal years 2005 and
2006, respectively. On this basis, FCF/Debt fell from 10.6% to 2.4% in those years. The limited free cash flow
generation in 2006 resulted in a small reduction in reported total debt from CHF 992.7mn in 2005 to CHF 955.8mn
in 2006. Adj. Total Debt/EBITDA was unchanged at 4.0x.
Drivers of Rating Change
The application of the Natural Product Processors methodology to Barry Callebaut results in a qualitative profile
that is largely in the Baa range, but a weaker financial profile that falls largely in the Ba/B range, with an overall
rating of Ba1. Based on the methodology, the key factors currently influencing the Barry Callebaut rating are:
Factor 1: Scale & Diversification. The company ranks quite highly on the basis of its size and geographical
diversification of its operations. The company has over 5,000 customers, including large multinationals and small
chocolate producers and retailers. Multinational companies such as Mars, Cadbury's, Lindt, Ferrero, Nestle,
Godiva and GuyLian have outsourced various stages of the chocolate production process to Barry Callebaut, in
the so-called `open market' for industrial chocolates. The company ranks lower in terms of sourcing of raw
materials, namely cocoa, due its heavy reliance on several politically unstable countries, in spite of recent efforts to
diversify.
Factor 2: Franchise strength and growth potential. The company falls in the Baa category. The company reported a
4.9% increase in sales, or 2.6% on a comparable basis. In this respect Moody's views positively the company's
current investments in high growth markets, notably in Russia and China.
Factor 3: Earnings volatility: The company scores highest in this category, given the fairly steady growth in its
reported EBITA, although this has also benefited from acquisitions.
Factor 4: Assessment of Cost Efficiency & Profitability. Barry Callebaut ranks in the Ba range reflecting its average
5.9% EBITA margin over three years. In fiscal year 2006 the company reported an adjusted EBITA margin of 6.2%
thanks to restructuring initiatives and a return to profitability in the consumers division.
Factor 6 - Financial Strategy & Metrics. Barry Callebaut's credit metrics fall mainly in the Ba category, with the
main exception of cash flow based metrics, namely the FFO/Net debt and FCF/Debt ratios which are more in line
with B rated peers. In particular, the three year average FCF/Debt ratio (8%) positions the company in the lower
end of the Ba category. Moreover, the 2.4% FCF/Debt ratio reported in fiscal year 2006 is more in line with the
single B category. The company's limited free cash flow generation has resulted in Adj. Total Debt/EBITDA
remaining at around 4.0x in the last three years.
Rating Outlook
The stable outlook reflects Moody's view that the company's market position and innovative abilities will enable it to
retain a steady growth in profitability, while swings in working capital volatility are likely to remain an inherent
feature of the credit profile.
What Could Change the Rating - Up
An upward revision in the outlook could result from a sustained strengthening in operating profits and cash flows

from more rapid market growth, potentially from investments in new markets.
What Could Change the Rating - Down
Downward pressure on the rating or outlook could occur if credit metrics weakened as a result of raw material
supply difficulties of if the investments in new markets fail to achieve the desired benefits. The rating is also likely
to be revisited if the company embarks upon a material increase in M&A activity.
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Factor 1: Scale & Diversification
a) Total Sales

$3.4 bn

b) Geographic Diversification - sales

X

c) Geographic Diversification - raw materials

X

d) Product Segment Diversification

X

Factor 2: Franchise Strength and Growth Potential
a) Market Share

X

b) Organic Revenue Growth

X

c) Qualitative Assessment of Portfolio

X

Factor 3: Earnings Volatility
a) Largest one year drop in EBITA in past 5 years

X

Factor 4: Cost Efficiency & Profitability
a) EBITA Margin

5.9%

b) Return on Average Assets

8.1%

Factor 5: Liquidity Under Stress
Liquidity Under Stress (not disclosed)
Factor 6: Financial Strategy and Metrics
Creditor-friendliness of policies
EBIT / Interest Expense

X
2.8x

EBIT / Interest Expense Range

2.0x

Debt / EBITDA (3-Yr Average)

4.0x

Debt / EBITDA Range (3-Yr Worst)

4.0x

FFO / Net Debt Range (3-Yr Average)

17.4%

FFO / Net Debt Range (3-Yr Worst)

15.0%

RCF / Net Debt (3-Yr Average)

16.3%

RCF / Net Debt Range (3-Yr Worst)

14.8%

FCF / Debt (3-Yr Average)

8.0%

FCF / Debt Range (3-Yr Worst)

2.4%

Rating:
a) Indicated Rating from Methodology

Ba1

b) Actual Rating Assigned

Ba1
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